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scratching the virtual 
off the skin while taking 
a selfie at the seashore
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This sonic guided tour uses the intimate ear-space to reflect on the origins 
of rituals, the magic of embodiment pars pro toto and selfies as their twist-
ed distant descendants.

all the shades white points black points all coloured all patterned shapes all 
moving and all sounding objects all sharp noises and rhythmic beats all of it 
all that entered my skin and now radiating with light and doubt and thought 
and non-thought and joy and escape from reality all particles that floated 
and landed and got sucked into my skin.

Off they go, the newly acquired rituals and artificial wisdoms. We are be-
coming a healed individual in three steps. Detached from the world, de-
tached from criticality, detached from care. A parallel universe ignores your 
surroundings, it documents and shares without seeing. The seashore is only 
visible through the screen of a totemic phone. In a search for communality 
we become one once again. A ritual of the whole body is reduced to a ritual 
that involves only fingers, fingers operating like the whole, a body operat-
ing as a part of the finger: its extension. We become the same one. Grated 
through the filtered seeps of our gazes, seeing the same corners, melting 
obscurities and architectural beauties and beasts into a collective collage.


